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InfoWorld May 20 2021 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and
projects.
Network World Mar 06 2020 For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT executives responsible for
the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing and managing the voice, data and video systems their companies use to support
everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
(Free Sample) Errorless MPPSC General Studies Prelims Paper 1 - 15 Year-wise Solved Papers (2003 - 19) Jul 30 2019
Collaborative Networks of Cognitive Systems Oct 25 2021 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th IFIP WG 5.5 Working Conference on Virtual Enterprises, PRO-VE
2018, held in Cardiff, UK, in September 2018. The 57 revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 143 submissions. They provide a comprehensive overview of
identified challenges and recent advances in various collaborative network (CN) domains and their applications, with a strong focus on the following areas: blockchain in collaborative
networks, industry transformation and innovation, semantics in networks of cognitive systems, cognitive systems for resilience management, collaborative energy services in smart
cities, cognitive systems in agribusiness, building information modeling, industry 4.0 support frameworks, health and social welfare services, risk, privacy and security, collaboration
platform issues, sensing, smart and sustainable enterprises, information systems integration, dynamic logistics networks, collaborative business processes, value creation in networks,
users and organizations profiling, and collaborative business strategies.
Visual Information Retrieval Using Java and LIRE Aug 03 2022 Visual information retrieval (VIR) is an active and vibrant research area, which attempts at providing means for organizing,
indexing, annotating, and retrieving visual information (images and videos) from large, unstructured repositories. The goal of VIR is to retrieve matches ranked by their relevance to a
given query, which is often expressed as an example image and/or a series of keywords. During its early years (1995-2000), the research efforts were dominated by content-based
approaches contributed primarily by the image and video processing community. During the past decade, it was widely recognized that the challenges imposed by the lack of
coincidence between an image's visual contents and its semantic interpretation, also known as semantic gap, required a clever use of textual metadata (in addition to information
extracted from the image's pixel contents) to make image and video retrieval solutions efficient and effective. The need to bridge (or at least narrow) the semantic gap has been one of
the driving forces behind current VIR research. Additionally, other related research problems and market opportunities have started to emerge, offering a broad range of exciting
problems for computer scientists and engineers to work on. In this introductory book, we focus on a subset of VIR problems where the media consists of images, and the indexing and
retrieval methods are based on the pixel contents of those images -- an approach known as content-based image retrieval (CBIR). We present an implementation-oriented overview of
CBIR concepts, techniques, algorithms, and figures of merit. Most chapters are supported by examples written in Java, using Lucene (an open-source Java-based indexing and search
implementation) and LIRE (Lucene Image REtrieval), an open-source Java-based library for CBIR. Table of Contents: Introduction / Information Retrieval: Selected Concepts and
Techniques / Visual Features / Indexing Visual Features / LIRE: An Extensible Java CBIR Library / Concluding Remarks
Police Chiefs' News Letter Apr 06 2020
Errorless MPPSC General Studies Prelims Paper 1 - 15 Year-wise Solved Papers (2003 - 19) Jun 28 2019
Microsoft Mapping Aug 23 2021 Geospatial mapping applications have become hugely popular in recent years. With smart-phone and tablet numbers snow-balling this trend looks set to
continue well into the future. Indeed, it is true to say that in today’s mobile world location-aware apps are becoming the norm rather than the exception. In Microsoft Mapping author Ray
Rischpater showcases Microsoft's Bing Maps API and demonstrates how its integration features make it by far the strongest mapping candidate for business that are already using
Windows 8 or the .NET Framework. Whether you want to build a new app from scratch of add a few modest geospatial features to your existing website Ray's carefully chosen examples
will provide you with both the inspiration and the code you need to achieve your goals.
Bing Maps Jul 02 2022 Ensemble des possibilités de l'API Bing Maps for Entreprise de Microsoft, à travers des cas concrets rencontrés en entreprise, pratiques et réutilisables. Les codes
sources sont disponibles en téléchargement sur le site de l'éditeur.--[Memento].
Arabic Language Processing: From Theory to Practice Apr 18 2021 This book constitutes revised selected papers from the 6th International Conference on Arabic Language Processing,
ICALP 2017, held in Fez, Morocco, in October 2017. The 18 full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 55 submissions. They were organized in
topical sections named: machine translation systems; speech recognition and synthesis; text categorization, clustering and summarization; information retrieval systems; and Arabic NLP
tools and applications.
Gray Hat Hacking The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Fourth Edition Feb 03 2020 Cutting-edge techniques for finding and fixing critical security flaws Fortify your network and avert digital
catastrophe with proven strategies from a team of security experts. Completely updated and featuring 12 new chapters, Gray Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Fourth
Edition explains the enemy’s current weapons, skills, and tactics and offers field-tested remedies, case studies, and ready-to-deploy testing labs. Find out how hackers gain access,
overtake network devices, script and inject malicious code, and plunder Web applications and browsers. Android-based exploits, reverse engineering techniques, and cyber law are
thoroughly covered in this state-of-the-art resource. Build and launch spoofing exploits with Ettercap and Evilgrade Induce error conditions and crash software using fuzzers Hack Cisco
routers, switches, and network hardware Use advanced reverse engineering to exploit Windows and Linux software Bypass Windows Access Control and memory protection schemes
Scan for flaws in Web applications using Fiddler and the x5 plugin Learn the use-after-free technique used in recent zero days Bypass Web authentication via MySQL type conversion and
MD5 injection attacks Inject your shellcode into a browser's memory using the latest Heap Spray techniques Hijack Web browsers with Metasploit and the BeEF Injection Framework
Neutralize ransomware before it takes control of your desktop Dissect Android malware with JEB and DAD decompilers Find one-day vulnerabilities with binary diffing
Think Java Nov 13 2020 Currently used at many colleges, universities, and high schools, this hands-on introduction to computer science is ideal for people with little or no programming
experience. The goal of this concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to help you think like a computer scientist. You’ll learn how to program—a useful skill by itself—but you’ll also
discover how to use programming as a means to an end. Authors Allen Downey and Chris Mayfield start with the most basic concepts and gradually move into topics that are more
complex, such as recursion and object-oriented programming. Each brief chapter covers the material for one week of a college course and includes exercises to help you practice what
you’ve learned. Learn one concept at a time: tackle complex topics in a series of small steps with examples Understand how to formulate problems, think creatively about solutions, and
write programs clearly and accurately Determine which development techniques work best for you, and practice the important skill of debugging Learn relationships among input and
output, decisions and loops, classes and methods, strings and arrays Work on exercises involving word games, graphics, puzzles, and playing cards
Gray Hat Hacking the Ethical Hacker's Mar 30 2022 Why study programming? Ethical gray hat hackers should study programming and learn as much about the subject as possible in
order to find vulnerabilities in programs and get them fixed before unethical hackers take advantage of them. It is very much a foot race: if the vulnerability exists, who will find it first?
The purpose of this chapter is to give you the survival skills necessary to understand upcoming chapters and later find the holes in software before the black hats do. In this chapter, we
cover the following topics: • C programming language • Computer memory • Intel processors • Assembly language basics • Debugging with gdb • Python survival skills
Wireless LANs and Home Networks Apr 30 2022 The 2001 International Conference on Wireless LANs and Home Networks showcased some of the world's most dynamic presenters,
including Dr Leonard Keinrock (inventor of Internet technology), as well as leading experts from 20 countries who dealt with the latest technological breakthroughs. This book is a
collection of technical papers presented at the conference. It comprises 32 high-quality papers that have been carefully selected from more than 100 submissions.
Wall Street & Technology Mar 18 2021
Sourcing and Recruitment Handbook Dec 27 2021 The sourcing and recruitment community has come a long way from what it used to be 20 years back and as recently as 5 years back
and the amount of technology changes has kept everyone on the tenterhooks. The methods that you would adopt or Boolean strings that used to work today may not work tomorrow
and there is a constant learning curve to keep oneself updated and also brings a healthy level of competition among individuals eager to show their wares. The volume based or niche
skills hiring has become a race to the finish. The individuals with the super sourcing as well as relationship management skills tend to be more often than not the winners in the end. The
recruitment community looks to find the needle in the haystack every day to find the right candidate to fulfill the hiring manager mandate. The ever bulging stock of search strings,
productivity tricks and their ways of thinking they implement are a stuff of legend. The tools do not make a Sourcer or recruiter but they should always be seen as an assistant to free up
their time for more productive conversations with prospective candidates. This exercise is an attempt to equip the Talent Acquisition community with the various ways and methods to
optimize their time and find the relevant information (trends, movers and shakers etc.) to be better prepared to find relevant candidates for their clients (internal or external). It is by no
means an exhaustive list but a start nonetheless.
REST in Practice May 08 2020 REST continues to gain momentum as the best method for building Web services, and this down-to-earth book delivers techniques and examples that
show how to design and implement integration solutions using the REST architectural style.
Thinking in Java Jan 16 2021 An overview of the programming language's fundamentals covers syntax, initialization, implementation, classes, error handling, objects, applets, multiple
threads, projects, and network programming.
Java. Tecniche avanzate di programmazione Jun 08 2020
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eWork and eBusiness in Architecture, Engineering and Construction Oct 13 2020 Since 1994, the European Conferences of Product and Process Modelling (www.ecppm.org) have
provided a review of research, development and industrial implementation of product and process model technology in the Architecture, Engineering, Construction and Facilities
Management (AEC/FM) industry. Product/Building Information Modelling has matured sig
Computerworld Oct 01 2019 For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
Dr. Dobb's Journal Jan 04 2020
International Conference on Computer Science and Software Engineering (CSSE 2014) Sep 11 2020 CSSE2014 proceeding tends to collect the most up-to-date, comprehensive, and
worldwide state-of-art knowledge on Computer Science and Software Engineering. All the accepted papers have been submitted to strict peer-review by 2–4 expert referees, and
selected based on originality, significance and clarity for the purpose of the conference. The conference program is extremely rich, profound and featuring high-impact presentations of
selected papers and additional late-breaking contributions. We sincerely hope that the conference would not only show the participants a broad overview of the latest research results
on related fields, but also provide them with a significant platform for academic connection and exchange. The Technical Program Committee members have been working very hard to
meet the deadline of review. The final conference program consists of 126 papers divided into 4 sessions.
SharePoint 2013 Field Guide Sep 04 2022 Covers SharePoint 2013, Office 365’s SharePoint Online, and Other Office 365 Components In SharePoint 2013 Field Guide, top consultant
Errin O’Connor and the team from EPC Group bring together best practices and proven strategies drawn from hundreds of successful SharePoint and Office 365 engagements. Reflecting
this unsurpassed experience, they guide you through deployments of every type, including the latest considerations around private, public, and hybrid cloud implementations, from ECM
to business intelligence (BI), as well as custom development and identity management. O’Connor reveals how world-class consultants approach, plan, implement, and deploy SharePoint
2013 and Office 365’s SharePoint Online to maximize both short- and long-term value. He covers every phase and element of the process, including initial “whiteboarding”;
consideration around the existing infrastructure; IT roadmaps and the information architecture (IA); and planning for security and compliance in the new IT landscape of the hybrid cloud.
SharePoint 2013 Field Guide will be invaluable for implementation team members ranging from solution architects to support professionals, CIOs to end-users. It’s like having a team of
senior-level SharePoint and Office 365 hybrid architectureconsultants by your side, helping you optimize your success from start to finish! Detailed Information on How to… Develop a
24-36 month roadmap reflecting initial requirements, longterm strategies, and key unknowns for organizations from 100 users to 100,000 users Establish governance that reduces risk
and increases value, covering the system as well as information architecture components, security, compliance, OneDrive, SharePoint 2013, Office 365, SharePoint Online, Microsoft
Azure, Amazon Web Services, and identity management Address unique considerations of large, global, and/or multilingual enterprises Plan for the hybrid cloud (private, public, hybrid,
SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) Integrate SharePoint with external data sources: from Oracle and SQL Server to HR, ERP, or document management for business intelligence initiatives Optimize
performance across multiple data centers or locations including US and EU compliance and regulatory considerations (PHI, PII, HIPAA, Safe Harbor, etc.) Plan for disaster recovery,
business continuity, data replication, and archiving Enforce security via identity management and authentication Safely support mobile devices and apps, including BYOD Implement
true records management (ECM/RM) to support legal/compliance requirements Efficiently build custom applications, workflows, apps and web parts Leverage Microsoft Azure or Amazon
Web Services (AWS)
Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Security, Membership, and Role Management Feb 14 2021 Experienced developers who are looking to create reliably secure sites with ASP.NET 2.0 will find
that Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Security, Membership, and Role Management covers a broad range of security features including developing in partial trust, forms authentication, and
securing configuration. The book offers detailed information on every major area of ASP.NET security you’ll encounter when developing Web applications. You’ll see how ASP.NET 2.0
version contains many new built-in security functions compared to ASP.NET 1.x such as Membership and Role Manager, and you’ll learn how you can extend or modify various features.
The book begins with two chapters that walk you through the processing ASP.NET 2.0 performs during a web request and the security processing for each request, followed by a detailed
explanation of ASP.NET Trust Levels. With this understanding of security in place, you can then begin working through the following chapters on configuring system security, forms
authentication, and integrating ASP.NET security with classic ASP including integrating Membership and Role Manager with classic ASP. The chapter on session state looks at the
limitations of cookieless session identifiers, methods for heading off session denial of service attacks, and how session state is affected by trust level. After the chapter explaining the
provider model architecture in ASP.NET 2.0 and how it is useful for writing custom security providers you go to the MembershipProvider class and configuring the two default providers in
the Membership feature, SqlMembershipProvider and ActiveDirectoryMembershipProvider. You'll see how to use RoleManager to make it easy to associate users with roles and perform
checks declaratively and in code and wrap up working with three providers for RoleProvider – WindowsTokenRoleProvider, SqlRoleProvider, and AuthorizationStoreRoleProvider (to work
with Authorization Manager or AzMan). This book is also available as part of the 5-book ASP.NET 2.0 Wrox Box (ISBN: 0-470-11757-5). This 5-book set includes: Professional ASP.NET 2.0
Special Edition (ISBN: 0-470-04178-1) ASP.NET 2.0 Website Programming: Problem - Design - Solution (ISBN: 0764584642 ) Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Security, Membership, and Role
Management (ISBN: 0764596985) Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development (ISBN: 0471793507) ASP.NET 2.0 MVP Hacks and Tips (ISBN: 0764597663) CDROM with more than 1000 pages of bonus chapters from 15 other .NET 2.0 and SQL Server(TM) 2005 Wrox books DVD with 180-day trial version of Microsoft(r) Visual Studio(r) 2005
Professional Edition
Computerworld Jan 28 2022 For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
Custom SharePoint Solutions with HTML and JavaScript Sep 23 2021 Custom SharePoint Solutions with HTML and JavaScript shows you how to build and customize SharePoint solutions
to suit a wide range of business needs. You don't need a background in Microsoft technologies; you’ll learn how to rapidly build and customize sites entirely on the front end, starting
with out-of-the-box features and extending them with HTML and JavaScript code. The book starts with an introduction to working with SharePoint on the front end, and how this can help
you avoid common pitfalls associated with deploying custom code on the server. You’ll start by using SharePoint’s browser-based tools to place and manipulate out-of-the-box web parts
on a page. Then learn to inject some simple HTML and JavaScript to manipulate these web parts, and use JSLink to rapidly style and manipulate data in the List web part. You'll also see
examples of how to build your own custom web parts using HTML, JavaScript and CSS. For those who want to dive deeper into JavaScript on SharePoint, chapters cover working directly
with built-in JavaScript methods and properties and the JavaScript object model (JSOM), and how to work with the powerful new REST API, which gives you the ultimate flexibility over
what you do with your data. Whatever your background, whether it's web development, working with SharePoint on the server side, or if you're a SharePoint user looking to learn new
skills, Custom SharePoint Solutions with HTML and JavaScript will show you how to get what you want from SharePoint, quickly and reliably. What you’ll learn Understand the advantages
of working with SharePoint on the front end, using HTML and JavaScript. Use the Content Editor and Script Editor web parts to customize your front end directly in the browser. Work with
SharePoint's built-in JavaScript methods and properties and the JavaScript object model. Access and manipulate data using the powerful REST API. Build your own custom web parts. Use
JSLink to style and manipulate list data. Who this book is for Web or front end developers, .NET developers, and SharePoint users. No prior JavaScript experience is needed for many of
the OOTB solutions, but a little is desirable if you want to make the most of what the customizations offer. Experienced JavaScript developers will additionally benefit from the deep dives
into JavaScript features in Chapters 4-6. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Setting Up Your Environment Chapter 2: Introduction to SharePoint Front End Solutions Chapter 3: Content Editor
and Script Editor Web Parts Chapter 4: Working With SharePoint's Built-in JavaScript Methods and Properties Chapter 5: The JavaScript Object Model Chapter 6: Working With Data Using
the REST API Chapter 7: Building Custom Web Parts Using HTML and JavaScript Chapter 8: Using JSLink to Style List Web Parts Chapter 9: Content Search Web Part and Display
Templates
Security and Privacy in Communication Networks Feb 26 2022 This two-volume set LNICST 254-255 constitutes the post-conference proceedings of the 14thInternational Conference on
Security and Privacy in Communication Networks, SecureComm 2018, held in Singapore in August 2018. The 33 full and 18 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 108
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on IoT security, user and data privacy, mobile security, wireless security, software security, cloud security, social network and
enterprise security, network security, applied cryptography, and web security.
Java. Fondamenti di programmazione. Con CD-ROM Nov 01 2019
True-3D in Cartography Dec 03 2019 As corroborated by the never-sagging and even increasing interest within the last decade, the intuitive attraction of "True 3D" in geodata
presentation is well worth covering its current status and recent developments in a compendium like the present one. It covers most aspects of (auto-) stereoscopic representation
techniques of both topographic and thematic geodata, be they haptic or not. Theory is treated as well as are many fields of concrete applications. Displays for big audiences and special
single-user applications are presented, well-established technologies like classical manual fabrication of landscape reliefs contrast with cutting-edge developments
Results On Internet (ROI) Jul 10 2020 The only book you need to produce, manage and market your company's website and achieve your business goals.
Smart Card Programming and Security Nov 06 2022 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Research in Smart Cards, E-smart 2001,
held in Cannes, France, in September 2001. The 20 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 38 submissions. Among the topics addressed are biometrics,
cryptography and electronic signatures on smart card security, formal methods for smart card evaluation and certification, architectures for multi-applications and secure open
platforms, and middleware for smart cards and novel applications of smart cards.
JavaServer Pages Jul 22 2021 This revised and updated edition of this practical guide is for both Web developers who want to make the most of Java Server Pages' (JSP) potential for
building dynamic Web applications, and programmers who want to master the JSP API and use JSP effectively in a distributed enterprise application.
Wireless LANs and Home Networks Jun 01 2022 The 2001 International Conference on Wireless LANs and Home Networks showcased some of the world's most dynamic presenters,
including Dr Leonard Keinrock (inventor of Internet technology), as well as leading experts from 20 countries who dealt with the latest technological breakthroughs. This book is a
collection of technical papers presented at the conference. It comprises 32 high-quality papers that have been carefully selected from more than 100 submissions. Contents:Mobile
ComputingQuality of Service and Wireless InternetError Control and Mobile ApplicationsBluetooth and 802.11Network SecurityPower Control and Performance EvaluationMedium Access
ControlProtocol Design and Mobility SupportInteroperability and Co-ExistenceMulticarrier SystemsAntennas and Interference ControlMobile Ad-Hoc Networks Readership: Graduate
students, researchers and academics in networking and electrical & electronic engineering. Keywords:Wireless LANs;Home Networking;Bluetooth;802.11;Quality of Service;Roaming;Adhoc networking;HiperLAN;Protocols;OFDM
Java Report Dec 15 2020
Progress in Location-Based Services Oct 05 2022 The book consists of peer-reviewed papers from the 9th symposium on Location Based Services (LBS) which is targeted to researchers,
industry/market operators and students of different backgrounds (scientific, engineering and humanistic). As the research field is developing and changing fast, this book follows up on
current trends and gives suggestions and guidance to further research. This book offers a common ground bringing together various disciplines and practice, knowledge, experiences,
plans and ideas on how LBS can and could be improved and on how it will influence both science and society. The book comprises front-end publications organized into sections on:

spatial-temporal data acquisition, processing & analysis; positioning / indoor positioning; way-finding / navigation (indoor / outdoor) & smart mobile phone navigation; interactions, user
studies and evaluations; innovative LBS systems & applications.
Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2016 Aug 11 2020 The papers presented in this volume advance the state-of-the-art research on digital marketing and social
media, mobile computing and responsive web design, semantic technologies and recommender systems, augmented and virtual reality, electronic distribution and online travel reviews,
MOOC and eLearning, eGovernment and sharing economy. This book covers the most significant areas contributed by prominent scholars from around the world and is suitable for both
academics and practitioners who are interested in the latest developments in eTourism.
SEO For Dummies Jun 20 2021 Your fully updated guide to search engine optimization Packed with tips, tricks, and secrets, SEO For Dummies shows you how to create and maintain a
website that ranks at the top of search engines and drives high-volume traffic. Using plain-English explanations and easy-to-follow instructions, this friendly guide helps you come to
grips with search engine basics—what they are, which ones are important, and how to get started—and build a search-engine-friendly site. SEO is an integral part of getting a site to
rank in the various search engines in order to attract potential customers. In the new edition of this bestselling guide to search engine optimization, you'll learn the ins and outs and best
practices of successful SEO in order to make your website content more search-engine friendly so that it ranks higher among searches and draws the masses. Covering the latest
information on pay-per-click options, using social media to boost your profile, and managing your platform and reputation to positively impact your search engine rankings, this hands-on
guide is the fun and friendly place to start learning how to move your site to the top of the rankings. Develop a search strategy and use local search capabilities Build sites that increase
your search visibility Analyze results with updated tracking tools Maximize content marketing strategies If you're asking yourself the essential question of "how do I get people to visit
my site," you've come to the right place!
Cybersecurity Issues, Challenges, and Solutions in the Business World Nov 25 2021 Cybersecurity threats have become ubiquitous and continue to topple every facet of the digital
realm as they are a problem for anyone with a gadget or hardware device. However, there are some actions and safeguards that can assist in avoiding these threats and challenges;
further study must be done to ensure businesses and users are aware of the current best practices. Cybersecurity Issues, Challenges, and Solutions in the Business World considers
cybersecurity innovation alongside the methods and strategies for its joining with the business industry and discusses pertinent application zones such as smart city, e-social insurance,
shrewd travel, and more. Covering key topics such as blockchain, data mining, privacy, security issues, and social media, this reference work is ideal for security analysts, forensics
experts, business owners, computer scientists, policymakers, industry professionals, researchers, scholars, academicians, practitioners, instructors, and students.
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